An experimental setup allowing pH measurements inside a confined volume representing a lapped joint was designed in our last study [1] . The pH evolution over steel surface in confined conditions was monitored. In this study, the experimental pH was compared with that calculated using a two-dimensional transport-reaction model only in the case of a confined iron surface. The difference between the experimental and calculated pH in the steady state was attributed to the limitation of the modelling approach, more especially concerning solid phases precipitation inside the cavity. Nevertheless, only short term (hour) experiments and simulations can be compared illustrating the necessary improvement of these basic models to predict real perforation corrosion rate at long term.
INTRODUCTION
In Viet Nam, some scientists have recently started using COMSOL Multiphysics software in their research. However, the number of studies and research areas is limited. In 2012, a COMSOL Multiphysics software application in intelligent inkjet nozzle simulation was performed by Hoang Cuong [2] . In 2014, Le Minh Thanh [3] and colleagues simulated a decrease in dissolved oxygen concentration by the lake depth by this software. According to our knowledge, no study has been published using COMSOL Multiphysics software for numerical simulation of electrochemical corrosion in an occluded zone. Most recently, the Faculty of Electronics and Telecommunications of Vinh University has a scientific seminar on the design of capacitive sensor design using this software in August 2016. It can be said that the use of this software is still quite new in the scientific research in Viet Nam.
In comparison with Viet Nam, the application of COMSOL Multiphysics software in the world is more popular and in many different fields. Particularly on electrochemical analysis, there are many research applications of this software. A. Ebrahimi Khabbazi [4] studied the effect of the geometry of the electrode. Zhanyu Sun [5] investigated the effect of limited surface conditions on convection and diffusion. Francisco et al.
[6] simulated rotary electrodes. Matteo Scaramuzza [7] constructed a model of contact between electrode and electrolyte solution. Eligio P. Rivero [8] simulated mass transfer and predicts mass transfer coefficients using this software. Recognizing the growing demand for COMSOL Multiphysics in electrochemical research, Edmund J.F. Dickinson et al. [9] reported a brief synthesis of using this software in electrochemical analysis. The references of this article showed a wide use of COMSOL Multiphysics software in the field of electrochemistry. Most recently, there have been models for the formation of electrochemical coatings as in the studies of Piyushkumar B. Tailor and Abishek Kamaraj [10, 11] . However, there have been no studies on corrosion in occluded zone.
The pH evolution over steel surface in confined conditions was monitored in our last study [1] . The experimental setup for this type of survey is very hard to control. Moreover, the question is how to have a sufficient and reliable miniature sensor for this measurement in an occluded zone. Thus, under current conditions, we think that the implementation of numerical simulations will allow the computation of chemical and electrical variations in this occluded zone using the finite element method in COMSOL Multiphysics software. In the work described in this paper, the objective of these simulations is not only to validate the experimental results obtained in our last study, but also to predict the evolution of pH in occluded zone for other studies that it is experimentally difficult to achieve the pH measurement.
BACKGROUND ON SIMULATION OF MASS TRANSFER CONTROLLED CORROSION PROCESSES USING A FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
The implementation of the 2D model representing the behavior of a cavity formed on the surface of a steel plate (covered or not by a Zn containing coating) is based on models developed successively starting from basic mass transport and reaction 1D models of general corrosion but do not include the effects of precipitation.
In the mass transport and reaction model, the concentration of each species i, and the potential distributions were obtained by solving the Nernst-Planck equation in two dimensions (2D) in absence of advection:
where R i is a source term related to the rate of homogeneous chemical reactions, D i is the diffusivity, C i the concentration, z i the charge of species i, F the Faraday's constant, R the gas constant and T the temperature.
The electroneutrality condition:
is applied to calculate the sodium ion concentration. In this paper, chemical species considered in the models are the following: Na + , Cl -, Fe 2+ , FeOH + , Fe(OH) 2 , H + , OH -, O 2 . The 2D-geometry which is implemented for all the models is shown in Figure 1 with the corresponding meshing. The right side of the cell corresponds to the 1 mm or 10 mm length reservoir (mouth), the left side represents the confined volume. The length of the confined zone varied from 1 mm to 30 mm, to study the effect of the size ratio between the mouth and the confined volume on the current distribution. The boundaries delimiting the subdomain are numbered in Figure 1 : Boundaries 1, 3, 5 and 7 are considered as insulators (zero fluxes at these boundaries): these boundaries correspond to the cavity former (PMMA) and the o-ring in our last study.
Boundary 6 is also supposed to be electrically insulated. This boundary corresponds to the top of the diffusion layer, where the bulk concentrations are imposed for all chemical species.
Boundaries 2 and 4 are the steel surfaces. The electrochemical reactions occurring on the metal surface, with their respective rate law, are the following: 
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The following chemical reactions were considered in the solution (subdomain) with their respective law:
The latter expression for Fe(OH) 2 precipitation rate holds only in supersaturated conditions, with a backward precipitation rate equal to Table 1 shows the constants and parameters used for the modelling. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, a series of models was defined considering a metal surface partially confined as shown in Figure 1 . The length of the cavity varies from 1 to 30 mm, and that of the reservoir was 1 or 10 mm. The equality between anodic and cathodic current was systematically checked, with a (i anodic + i cathodic ) < 10 -9 A/m.
The ratios between the steady state cathodic and anodic current integrated over the reservoir and over the confined surface (
) are given in Table 2 for different lengths of confined volume. It can be seen that whatever the surface area ratio between the reservoir and the confined volume, the reservoir is mainly cathodic (i cathodic /i anodic > 1), whereas the metallic surface in the lapped joint is anodic. The anodic behaviour of the metallic surface in the lapped joint is more pronounced for larger reservoir to confined zone area ratios, i.e. for a cavity length of 3 mm. Table 2 . Ratio between the steady state cathodic and anodic current integrated over the reservoir and the confined surface for different lengths of confined zone (reservoir length = 1 mm).
Reservoir Confined zone
Confined zone = 3 mm 3.5 0.2
Confined zone = 7 mm 5.2 0.4
Confined zone = 15 mm 6.1 0.6
Confined zone = 30 mm 6.3 0.8 Table 3 shows the ratios between the steady state cathodic current for oxygen and water reduction integrated over the reservoir and over the confined surface, i.e.
. As expected, oxygen reduction is the main cathodic contribution at the mouth, whereas only water reduction occurs inside the cavity. The distribution of the current density in unsteady state conditions for iron oxidation and oxygen reduction are presented respectively in Figure 2 and Figure 3 for a cell geometry similar to that used experimentally, i.e. 10 mm length for the reservoir and 30 mm length for the cavity. In regard of experimental results, the current profiles calculated for the first seconds are meaningless, because they correspond to the time necessary for the setting up of a steady state diffusion current (limited by oxygen reduction) in the reservoir. It can be seen that the anodic current density decreases faster in the cavity than in the reservoir. At long times the anodic current density is slightly lower in the cavity than in the reservoir. This is the reason why the integrated anodic current density (i.e. the anodic current) is higher in the cavity than in the reservoir, leading to a ratio i cathodic /i anodic = 0.8 (see Table 2 ). From numerical simulations it is difficult to determine a time for complete oxygen depletion in the cavity (see Figure 3) . Figure 4 superimposed the experimental and simulated pH profiles 1 cm far from the mouth of the cavity, and at a distance of 200 µm from the steel surface. The time shift between basic pH peaks at short times must not be considered because it results most probably from experimental difficulty to get rapidly a confined cell with a given cavity thickness. It appears that acidification of the cavity is faster in the experiment than that simulated. Moreover, the experimental pH obtained in the steady state is about 6, whereas calculation predicts a higher pH value at long times (pH = 7.8). This difference could be lowered, with a more acidic pH obtained by simulation, by considering the presence of CO 2 in the solution. Effectively, the pH of the NaCl solution used for the experience was increased from about 5.6, due to CO 2 dissolution, to pH = 7 with sodium hydroxide. Another important parameter to introduce in the simulation is the presence of solid precipitates in the cavity. These solid phases, observed experimentally, act as a diffusion barrier, limiting the transport of H + ion outside of the cavity, but have also a chemical effect by buffering the pH in the cavity. This buffering effect is most probably at the origin of the higher pH observed in a quasi-steady state for a galvanized steel sheet in contact with a confined electrolyte, resulting from the precipitation of zinc corrosion products.
CONCLUSION
The pH evolution over steel surfaces in confined conditions was compared with that calculated using a two-dimensional transport-reaction model only in the case of a confined iron surface. The lower pH obtained experimentally was attributed to the limitation of the modelling approach, more especially concerning the presence of carbonate species (CO 2 ) and solid phases precipitation inside the cavity. Nevertheless, to be able to simulate the long term processes of corrosion perforation, the models have to be more complex to integrate the role of the corrosion products and the effect of CO 2 which is of importance as mentioned in recent works [17] .
